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STAMM-U:7 BY A 1.:ARXIST TO THE TROTSKYITE ORGAFIZATION.

. .

riarch 1939

To all party members-Comradest

In the end of January, I sent the Party E.C. the Pro-
.

posal of which you have now received an extract. I asked that
the EC bring this document to the attention of the party merebers

by means of an internal bulletin,
The EC reilised, stating that the issuing of an inter-

nal bulletin involved great work and that this work was unnece-
ssary, since that I wanted to bring up contained no new material.
I re-plied, rejecting the 12C' s_argumenl, and siad that my work

had its importance because it raised a whole series of problems
which had to be clarified. The EC maintained its standpoint as
correct. In view of this nosition I consider that the EC real-
ed to ublish my work because it criticiked the centridt positi-

on taken by the organization of the 4th International and the ma-
jority. of the leading corrades. aced with this situation and
with the innortance of a correct position on the war -problem, I
have ecidedt o bring this information before the party' myself,
In "Lutte Ouvriere" of Feb. 13, 1939, comrade Lesoil acid: "1,le

stand convinced that the new world war for the redivision of the
earth by the irroerialists is inevitable." This statement is com-

pletely correctl and hence I 'produced my contribution, for in the
face of wer's inevitability :it_ is absolutely necessary that the
correct .-)osition be carefully worked outland we can arrive at
this corect position only as a result of a discussion, which is
the only means of grasping all the necessary elements of the -pro-

lem. In the interest ca. the world revolution, I hope every corn- -

rade will take it to heart, will study this document and let me
know his criticisms.

In any case, I shall not close this information letter
without making the Party members conscious of how seriously the
methods of the EC hurt the interests of the -oar ty and the social
revolution in general. I-Tad thec, in keepling vrith its role as
leading organism of the revolutionary 7)erty, agreed to -oublich
this document 7 -then the. discussion would have tal:en pla-ce vrhich

was to the highest interest of our united struggle. But instead.
it has throttled the revolutionary party's basis for life in t,his
way and forbidden discussion and an organizational struggle, achicdl

is completely purnoseless and can only bring our organization to
grief.

J Gaidelaine
Belgima

I L._ /4.-\1 \--__ ' V"

of ills o-:.cu tober r

( LU 1 1 11 h
Dpite the triumphing murderers of the people., the imperialist '

robb-FL: s and slaughterere,vrho have 'bep.I.in the second world I7ar for - --,=',,:,,;

the eadivisiora of the earth,vre, appeal to you 7Persecut,ed and hunt- ,'Tfrl

.ed class -fighterstfor revolutionary unity. The disgraceful betray-:
al of the second and third' internationals1 and the hesitant two- ,.::::4?

faced position of the centristsibave brought the iilternational
proletariat to the fields of imperialist slaughter instead of to
power.

1 ;;;:-:':4
' :A4

Already a hundred thousand proletarans, have shed their blood' ,

in Palandlimillions stand in th.arms on e Siegried and Maginot
lines ready to' slaughter each othezithe sailoro are already prep '

Pared tc sink their class brothers-' and they are fighting of
lith &J.:, own free' vrill"linfluenced by the cacitalist. propaganda.

maci.r.i.ne and its lackeys a-:.e cornpe3.led by the force of their own
op-1;re;:)slers The Fas,cists and tae "Democratic" and the "3,Teutralsu

who e.ale reaping bloody war .rrofite, are weighing the question'
to deafde Which side they shall send their wage slaves tomorrow,

The imperialists hope to end this war with great profits and

with victory of one of the two sides, But the working class
armed by its oppressers and the oppressed.masses of the world

' will and rust unite to " smash ' forever capitalism, the system of
rcbb 317.: 7 trin27er and' war, Defeats,,aieted by revolutionary action .,'=3-4,

vrill increase the horror and misery of war,will 2.ead to distrust', '-, ',4 VSr7,,,, t

resentuF.nt =Cr'. rei;ellnio among ;-,he mas,ses,arid will remind them

s Ocevolot-:.an; and the revo.76utionery party ,AA

-thich we co.:I.:. upon pr. to 'bnild,c_yr.. tsle baeis of these defeats.
TU1T.' 'till S war i,a-to a victor-:.;-..,us ciiiLL vier against cur own
on-,,ressers and for the es abli shmer...t of the i-aterna ti .,nal. di ctator+-:,,,i,:i

sp of the work-ing class,. The aim of his organ (LE] MARXIST,--
in german.- L'ditor) is the unity of all revolutionist:3 for the .:6f

bu-.1.15ing of the Gerrnai section of the coming international
rev.rolutionary party vin.ich Alone is capable of leading the struggle
and en.c.lir.,g it successfully. ,

,.. .- ,

We came from the Comintern, In the struggle against ita.. c,:.A,;,,,,

,,.,c

Peoples 'Front linet'againat social patriotismond also against
its ultra-left line we joined with the .Trotskyite movement after
the seventh congress of the C.I. -'

. We, first made a clear analysis of' the Trotsky movement abfter
emigratton which showed us that beside the abanddInment of its
organizational and' consequently its political ind.ependencelit
deserted the road of-Marxism and kept developing further and'
further to the right. We stood on the left wing of the pseudo'-'.,

fourth 2Interriational Trotsky movement, Our political critiCierlfb
.

were -;anprered with bureaucratic presumptions and ignoran0e.,'",,,-,,,?:'-'44',

Nevertheless' we 'believed this organization could be ,corrected/J:zi
; and become part of the ,growing revolutiOnarypar*.

,,' ' i'
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Our min experience as well as the the clarity of the theoretical

documents of the Revolutionary Workers League of the United States
have brought us back to the boldhevik principles of the rsvclution-
ary party, That we can butld only on the basis of she political
and organizational independencs from all reformist and centsist
organizationd, Until the outbreak of the imperialist war;in those
sections where the pressure of the war did not destroy the Trotsky-
itels oomplately or drive them even further to the right we remained
inside' fighting with this pers-oective.

,But the war required a clear separation, We now raise the clear
Earxian banner against all enemies and betrayers,' and re join the
Provisions.: 117arii.-ATIONAL COETACT COMMISSIOr for the new
QOM: =ST (4th.) INTEREATIONAL, I .1

The revolutionary unity Ito whiCh we call youlis possible only
on the basis of Mermian principles, This basis shall consist of
the 14 point prog,ramatic declaration of the INT7].21,TATIONAL CONTACT
COMMISSONhich we have already published in the suismer cf this
yeas-, All those revolutionists who agree with the 14 pots on
all basic ausstions ws summon to collaborstion and tc ssliective

advances:errs of_ this organ. We shall publish the moat imssortant,
works of the INTLIT-IITATIOIAL COITTACT C(UISSION in Gerinas 4 as well
as our own fundamental Marxist works and those sent to use

' Revolutionists of the world I ReVolutionists of Germany
Fight with us for a new COMMUNIST 1)4th3) INTERNATIONAL.
For the victory of ,the international working class.

REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST OF GERMANY

editors TEE MARXIST

***************

Editors Note:

The above appeal was translated from THE EARXIST,organ of the
REVOLUTIONARY COnUNIST OF GERMANY, a group with an International
faction witU.n1 the Trotskyite movement that have ap7it and hase
now joined with the forces of the provisional INTER:TAT1OL
CONTACT COMMISSSION, Besides the German section these corraies have
revolutionists of other countries Who are in full' agreensnt wsth
the 14 Points and the split with Trotsky centrism, They will V,OTIC

in their countries against the imperialist war for defeat ism and
fors-S,he''building of groups upon the principle basis of revolusionory
Mard.4s.m. The Revolutionary Communist and the Red Front of Gssmass-
ard°Working toward contactlagreement toward unification. Ths
difficulties of illegality and conditions in Germany is slowing this
'process but it will toot stop it. The imperialist war,which has
'caused greater demoralization in the labor movement finds the
Marxist groups throughout the world firmer than everlgroming stronger
rho:cling toward greater unity, Break with social-patriotism. 1-1s:
'171 tn contra J'-
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ASPECTS OF
ARXIST STRATEG
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.HOW TO STRUGGLE AGAIrST CAPITALISM

The problem of the strategical and tactical application
of 1,Tarxian principles is far from simple. If it were otherwise the
working class would long ago have trampled over the . capotalist agent

in our ranks and would have seized state power, In a mechanical

sense it would seem that with the further decay and decomposition

of capitalist society f the problems confronting the working class

would become simplified. But facts have definitely proved that the

contrary is tire: the strategical and tactical questions have be-

come far more complicated. One of ' the main factors for this com-

plexity and the subsequent confusion is the series of revolutionary
defeats of the past two decades. The class of and by itself, as an
unorganized force, does hot learn the lessons of these defeats, and

especially of defeats of workers in other countriesi Only with the

welding together of a vanguard party of the class, capable of analy-

zing and explaining these defeets2 and presenting a positive program
against capitalism and for communism, can the class assimilate these
lessons and utilize_ its powerful driving force to complete its 'his-

torical missioni

The position and attitude of the revolutionary parties

and the working class toward the capitalist state is one of the most

important aspects of the whole question --- an aspect which history

has proved a countless number of times, but which is now more con-

fused than ever i - The theoretical position of revolutionary Marxists

is well known. This article confines itself to only one aspect of

the question: namely is it permissable for revolutionists to sup-

port one group of capitalists, or one capitalist state against ano-

ther group of capitalists? Marxists categorically answer: NO

The reformists and centrists, both in theory and practice state the -

opposite, Their form of support differs, but like, the Anarchists

or Syndicalists in the Spanish Revolution, their support of the

capitalist state becomes obvious to all but the blind.

this non-Marxian position as ex-

by Leon Trotsky in Volume II Thimw

the Socialist 'dorkers Party.

The clearest examp4A of
pressed by centrism was presented
ber 2 of the Internal Bulletin of

't
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MAT TROTSKY SAYS OE TES QUESTION

"H owever, aside 'from the manner in qhich to appraise

the expansionist policy of the U.S.S.R. itself! there re-
mains the help which Moscow provides the imperialist poli-

cy of Berlin. Here first of ell, it necessary to estab-

lish that under certain conditions --- up to a certain de-

gree and in a certain form --- the sunport of this or that

imperialist mould be inevitable even for a completely
healthy workers state --- in virtue of the impossibility of

breaking away from the chain of world imperialist relations.

The Brest-Litovsk peace without the least doubt temporarily
reinforced German imperialism against France and Sngland.

An isolated workers' state cannot fail to maneuver between

the hostile imperialist camps. Maneuvering means temporarily
supporting one of them against the other. To know exactly
which one of the two camps it is more advantageous or less

dangerous to support at a certain moment is not.a question
of principle' but of practical calculation and foresight. The

inevitable disadvantage which is engendered as a consequence
of this constrained support for one bourgeois state against
another is more than covered by the fact that the isolated
workers' state is thus given the possibility of continuing
its existence," (our emphasis.-- p. 13.1

In this paragraph Trotsky throws considerable light upon

the degree of degeneration and the rate of speed in which his group

is travelling away from Earxism. In one stroke of the pen Trotsky,

has negated Marx' and L4tinis basic concept of the state and the
workers position toward the capitalist state,

If it is permissable to support one (Troup of imperialists
against another group of imperialists, as Trotsky claims, and if
this "is not a question of principle but of practical calculation
and foresight", then our argument with the Stalinists and their
control of the Soviet Union, with their policy of supporting the
"democratic" imperialists through.the Peoples Front yesterdEy, and
their support of Fascist Germany today, then this is not a prin-
cipled dispute, but merely a question of proctical calculation and
foresight, a dispute with Stalinism that should be resolved within
the framework of one party. But this is completely false. Trot-

sky's first error of support of one group of imperialists against'
another group of imperialists leads him inevitably to the next er-

ror) the revisionist position that this is not a principled ques-
tion of Marxism,

IN'IL:RNATIONAL INTE';IS 'PA CZ 3

Trotsky has" fallen into the age-old quick-sand of analy-

zing events and conditions mechaniCally instead of considering the
dialectical process. All eclectic thinkers deal with the concept
of a two-cornered .struggle, of black or white, of yes or no. Such

thinking inevitably, lands them into the camp of either the ultra-
left mechanical nosition of yes or no, cr the reformist (and cen-
trist) position of su-mort of the "leSeer evil" group of capitalists
against the 'big bad wolf" copftalists, a different form Of ves or
no, but equal:y falseo Let us considE,,i' the class struggle from
several different fields of activity and pmsent the difference be-

tween opportunism (Stalinism, Trotskyism, Syndicalism, Kautskyigm)
and revolutionary Marxism.

1 -- REVOLUTIONISTS' PARTICIPATION' IN' REACTIONARY TRADE UNIONS
AND THE FIGHT ON TJO F-tOETS

In every trade union and strike struggle where the control
of the union and the strike has been usurped from the rank and file
and where the leadership is class collaborationist:. (Green, Lewis,
Browder, Thomas, etc.) the working cla,-s and its vanguard have one
problem that has two adpects: They must fight on two fronts in or-

der to-win the strike, to make gains in the interests of the working

class. Before the strike breaks out and after it is in progress,
the strikers must fight the exploiters (end his open agents) and
their agents within the ranks of labor (concealed, class collabora-

tionist agents). To give up the fight against the "leadershio"
during the strike "in order to unite lour' forces" is to GIVE UP
THE CLASS VICTORY OF TEE STRIKE. In order to fight on two fronts,
in this situation, it is necessary to use two types of strategy and
different tactics at the same time'

The independent position of the working class in its unions

and strike committees calls for a frontal offensive against the ex"-
ploiters, and at the same time, a policy of marching separately and
striking together with the class collaborationist leadership, as a
stage in the pebcess to remove this leadership when.the strikers
are strong enough and understand, and again restore rank and file
control. Our Trotsky supporters will possibly say: But this is A
trade union fight; Trotsky is talking about two different groups of

imperialists. Some may even say that on this question they agree
with the above concept. But either of their replies deMinds only
one answer: When we are considering a workers organization such as
a trade union, and it is here a three cornered struggle (workers;

-exploiters and their open agents; class c011aborationist agents of -

the exploiters) --- then all the more reason to expect a three
cornered struggle in relation to the workers' state and two groups
of imperialists (be they "democratic" or fascist). It is false to

640.1-..Loro'4.
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support the AGENTS of the exploiters in our own ranks, and it is

equally false to suppott the exploiters directly.

2 REVOLUTIONISTS' PARTICIPATION IN PAIRLIAILEFTARY ACTION

TO-JARD THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

One does not have to give many examples in the field of

participation in parliamentary action to reveal this same struggle:

those who support one group of capitalists against those who carry

on a three cornered fight. For revolutionists, participation in

parliamentary activity is an AUXILIARY TACTIC to disrupt, to ex-
pose, tp arouse the masses against the exploiters' corrupt state.

But reformists and centrists and syndicalists (in Spain) all enter

the government to SUPPORT ONE moup OF CAPITALISTS AG_II-_-ST ArOTHER.
In Spain all the opportunists supported the Peoples Front (anglo-
French bloc) against the fascists (German-Italian bloc).

In the United States the Trotskyites support BILLS OF THE

CAPITALISTS; the Fahoney Bill in Minnesota, the Ludlow Amendment,
the Dem and Egg Plan in California, the social-patriotic candidates

of the American Labor Party in New York, etc, From the ultra-lefts
(Syndicalists.in Spain) to the Centrists (Trotskyites) to the refor-

mists (Stalinists-Socialists, etc.) the different false theories
blend into common action --- of support of one group Of capitalists
against another group of capitalists, instead of a POLICY OF IND:-
PENDENT WORKING CLASS ACTION, a three cornered fight.

3 -- THE LABOR PARTY .

Everyone knows th7t the Trotskyites are for building a
labor party candidates, and most disgisting of all, the support of
the social-pattiotic program and candidates in the New York elec-,

tion of the. American Labor Party, In some of their writings some
of the outstanding Trotskyist writers admit that the Labor Party is
and can only be a THIRD CAPITALIST PARTY, that it is not a working
class party in CONTENT and can never be one, This is the policy of
supporting one group of capitalists against another group of capi-

talists. This is betrayal of the working class. (These are harsh
words but true ones.)

CLASS GAINS VERSUS REFORMS

In the field of the most elementary aspects of the class strug-
gle, the day to day struggle, we find the most complicated and
least understood aspect of the class struggle. Again we find all
non-Marxian tendencies carrying on a two-cornered fight;-the sup-
port of reform versus reaction insetad of the fight for CLASS GAINS

\Ck
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independent working class action) against reforms (class collabo-
ratiorist crumbs handed down from the top to placate, to stem the

tide, to warp, to control the working class movement), as well as
the struggle against the reactionaries (who advocate the club and
the gun to control labor instead of the sugar-coated words and
crumbs from the masters' table), In the day to day struggle, it
is not only the material crumbs obtained, and the laws the exploit-
ers place on the books that are decisive; these are by-products of
the CLASS STRUCGLE. Reforms are by-products of the classa7nEgle
TO/ARD THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER, and to the degree that the class
struggle is intensified (versus class collaboration on the one hand
and reaction on the other) in the three cornered fight, the more
crumbs as bribery (due to fear) will the exploiters hand down.

6-- THE DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS OF THE WORKERS AND MASSES
VERSUS BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY

Here too, in one of the most elementary spheres of the
class struggle7 the difference between class struggle and class
collaboration is revealed. Those who advocate in one form or ano-
ther, in any form7 the support of one group of capitalists or one._
group of imperialists (as Trotsky does) inevitably fall into the
swam of defending capitalist democracy (not against fascism) but
against the working class and its mardh toward power,

To defend the democratic rights of the working class and
the oppressed masses there must be a systematic constant STRUGGLE
AGAINST BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY AS 'TEAL AS AGAINST FASCISM, In other
words, to defend our class rights we must struggle against capita-
lism in both its bourgeois democratic and fascist form.

Not so with the Trotskyites, .They agree to support "even
rotten bourgeois democracy" in Spain (the Peoples Front CNT-Caball-
eor government), in China, the Cardenas government in Mexico, the
social-patriotic American Labor Party in New York, etc. Instead of
fighting on. two fronts (a three cornered struggle) the Trotskyites'
think in terms of supporting one group of caPitalists against ano-
ther --- the old and rotten policy of the."lessw, evil",

6 -- IMPERIALISM AND THE COLONIAL T3OURGEOISIE

Trotsky and-other centristst as well as reformists like
Stalin have Completely warped the Lenin concept of the right of .

self-determination, the colonial question and the national question.,
In ,-1,11 Phases of these questions the Trotskyites, since they agree
you can support one group of IMPERIALISTS against another group oe
IMPERIALISTS, can naturally support the national bourgeoisie, the -
colonial bourgeoisie, the small capitalist nations "against" the
large imperialists,

,

t4"



'The Brest-LItovsk example Trotsky gives id absoluetly wrong.
Lenih and the Bolsheviks did not support German imperialism (as for
example, against Kerensky who supported the Anglo-French bloc).
Lenin's policy which prevailed was based on the line of indepen-
dent working class action against ALL imperialisii7--Instedd of an
advance, the Russian workers had to RETREAT at the point of the
German gun at their head. Momentarily the Germans gained. But if
the Brest-ipitovsk treaty had had the policy of support of German
imperialism, instead of the policy of defeatism, the October Revo-
lution would have passed out of history at its inception,

(yesterday) and the C.I.0, (today) carry on
organizational drives that objectively help, in a limited sense,
the A,F, of L. Because the bosses fear the industrial unions and
the "radicals", they placate the organizational drive by quickly
signing up with the reactionary A.F. of L. leaders. No one could
claim that because the boss signed up with the A.F. of L, this
meant that the I.W.W. or the C.I.O. were SUPPORTING the A.F. of L.

There are countless other such examples.

8 -- SUPPORT ONE GROUP OF IMPERIALISTS, AS TROTSKY ADVOCATES?

Yes, there are maneuvers and maneuvers, but the support
of a group of imperialists versus another group (and to pawn this
off as a "practical calculation" and not a principle) is just the
kind of maneuver that has nothing in 'common with Marxism. It is
opportunism.

True, the proletariat and its vanguard must utilize the
friction in the camp of the enemy. We must take advantage of TM
struggle between bourgeois democracy and fascism, etc. But one

CANNOT take advantage of the friction in the exploiters camp BY
SUPPORTING ONE GROUP AGAINST MOTHER,

The class cannot support one group of exploiters against
the other through its trade unions, through its political party,
or through its Soviet States, The organizational instruments of
the class must carry out an INDEPENDENT working class line AGAINST
CAPITALISM (bo "democratic"and fascist) to defend and advance
the INTERESTS r--'THE WORKING CLASS,

#.

The utilization of the friction in the exploiters camp
by the working class and its organizations can be had only on the
basis of the political and organizational independence of the revo-
lutionary Marxian organization, and through clear-cut independent

NATIONAL NEW'S PAM. 7
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7-- THE SUPPORT OF CAPITALISM AGAINST THE WORKING CLASS

In reality the concept of Trotsky --- to support one
group of capitalists against another --- is a trick sentence and
has no meaning unless broken down and atalyzed, We are not only
against the concept of supporting one group of imperialists against
another; that is only part Of the problem and not the most impor-
tant part, even though it is fUndamentally false. The other, more
important aspect of the same problem that is concealed within this
formula is the realtion of this position to the working class.

The support of one group of capitalists.("against" ano-
ther group of capitalists) in reality means the SUPPORT OF CAPITA-
LISM AGAINST THE WORKING CLASS, Mat is true in relation to capita-
lism as a whole, the support of capitalism against the working class,
is also true in the trade union field. The 2u-3-port of the capita-
list agents in our ranks is the support of capi-tplism. It is like-
wise true in the national and colonial sphere. The support of the
colonial bourgeoisie is the support of capitalism against the prole-
tariat and colonial masses,

The Marxists' position is not the support of Chiang-Kai-
Shek, not the support of Cardenas, not the support of Ghandi, not
the support of Hanle Selassie, but instead the support of the prole-
tariat and colonial masses against IMPERIALISM and against the AGENTS
OF IEPERIALISM IN BACKARD COUTRIES. In the present decay stage,
the exploiters of the backward countries can only be agents of',one

group of capitalists or another group of capitalists.

To SUPPORT the colonial exploiters, and to MARCH S2PARATELY
AND STRIKE TOGETHER against imperialism with the colonial bourgeoisie
are two different lines of march, To support Kerensky was the oppo-
site of Lenin's line to march separately and strike together against
Korniloy.

=EPEE= WORKING CLASS ACTION

There is a world of difference between the sup,Dort of one
imperialist power and the fact that an imperialist power takes ad-

vantage of weakness or difficulties, and thereby gains objectives
for its own ends. For ezample, the Anglo-American antagonism was .

utilized by Italy in the Ethiopean invasion, The refusal'of the
United States to support the British oil embargo (together with the
Stalinist sell-out) enabled Italy to gain its objeutive. But this
was not United States' support of Italy,

:;`,J,
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workfmg class ac-aton. This calls for maneuvering, such as united
fronts, such as a fight on two fronts in the trade unions, such Lts

the strategy of marchinz separately and striking together,

, It is no accident that Trotsky can write on revolutionary
defeatism and call for defeatism in Germany and for "political oppo-
sition" in France (if the Soviet Union is on the side of France in

the imperialist war). It is no accident that Trotsky cal call for
opposition to British Imperialism in the Mexican oil dispute, but

at the same time keep as silent as the grave on the role of Ameri-

can Imperialism,

944..- LENIN, KERENSKY, KOREILOV

One should read and re-read, not Trotsky's version, but
Lenin's own material and, the historical facts on the Lenin-Kerensky-

Kornilov struggle in Russia. H ere, is the best historical example

Of the question we have been discussing: the three cornered struggle.

The reason it is the best historical example is because

'it was the first major successs of the Earxian. LINE of IYMPENDENT
WORKING CLASS ACTION AGAINST CAPITALISE (against its boUrgeois demo-
cratic form, Kerensky, and against its reactionary form, Kornilov.)

Yesterday Stalin started out to revise Marxism as 'a cen-

trist and now ends as a social-patriot and reformist of the worst

type. Following 'him, Trotsky is revising Marxism as a centrists

but here, too, a centrist fastly moving to the right. Centrism is

not 8o easily transformed into its crystal-pure form in a writing

room. It is more rapidly transformed in the red heat of participa-
tion in the class events,

10 -- A CLASS-AGAINST-CLASS 'LINE

We have pointed out that these opportunists in their
eclectic reasoning ignore the three-cornered strategical struggle
(Lenin-Kerensky-Kprnilov) and instead become victims of capitalism
because they SUPPORT one group of capitalists against the other. -

These different aspects of the class struggle presented above re-
veal the Marxian LINE as against the opportunist line. But we
must, before concluding, point out that the three corneVed fight
is the STRATEGICAL APPLICATION OF A LINE, the line of class strug-
gle. This line deals with two FUNDAKENTAL contradictory forces -"
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, but not just TWO antagonists.

I/oi rATIONAL 'NEWS
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For determining the LINE, the Marxian principles, an understanding
,of the two FUND TAL forces, is essential. But for determining

the strategy and tactics of the class struggle, we must also take

into account the antagonists, the division of labor within the capi-

talist camp, the-three cornered struggle.

It is not the ultra-left who talks about class against--

class and then retreats to a vacuum, who can understand the rela-
tion of the two classes, the exploiters end the exploited. In

their concept'of a pure class struggle they reach Buddhist bliss.
Nor is it the "realists", those who "understand" the "mass move-
ment", the opportunists, those who SUPPORT ONE GROUP OF CAPITA-
LISTS AGAINST THE WORKING CLASS under the guise of supporting one
-group against the other group of CAPITALISTS, who can understand
the class struggle.They, too, these centrists-and-reformists
negate the class Struggle, the ftndamental LINE of opposites. That

1s.41.y we say that the_centrists and reformists andultra-lefts
(oppontunists) supplement each other.

...

The working class must understand that the capitalist
mode of production and its contradictions are the material factors
of the class struggle from which springs the Marxian principle of
the class struggle rnd its position of no support to any group of
exploiters, their state, and their agents, but rather the pOlicy
of independent working class action on an anti-capitalist, pro-
communist LINE.

NONiember 16, 1939

,
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The significance 'of the struggle for Asia now greatly
increases as the imperialist powers now launch their war for the

FOURTH imperialist redivision of the world. As stated in great-
er' detail previously (International News, Decembert_pp. 10 - 14),
the present war for the redivision of the world, now in a "narrow"
European form, inevitably means a,war in Which the imperialist
powers will attempt to obtain decisive control of Asia as the KEY
to the division of the entire world.

The ppresent military operations in Europe mat superfi-
cially seemTto obscure the_struggle-for Asia. But the whole past
struggle 66htinues in even sharper form, especially the three-
cornered fight between England, the United States and Japan (as
well as Germany's attempts to regain a foothold, and Stalin's
,frantic maneuvering as the Soviet Union comes to grips, inder his
false leadarship, with world imperialism). The struggles flow

from and are an extension of the basic inter-imperialist antago-
nism between the United States and Great Britain. (The role of
the Soviet Union ar(3. the basic contradiction between world capita-
lism and the proletarian revolution will be dealt with separately).

IMPERIALIST AGGRESSION THROUGH THE '0P-71- DOOR"

By means of this. war for pillage and plufer the imper-
ialists hope to "save civilization" for further pillage and plun-
der; hope to be able to find new bases for the export of capital,
new spheres of influence, new methods of temporarily overcoming
the restriction of the productive forces by the narrow confines
of the ,profit system. Asia is the center of their hopes --- hopes
which are not new which now seem to the imperialists to have
the possibility of fulfillment..

I-n the whole past period of imperialism, all the powers
have believed in the "open door" for China. This is in contrast
to their usual policy where each imperialist maintains the most
zealous safeguarding of "its own" colonies aria spheres of influ-
ence. The general historical development af the imperialist po-
wers provides the reason: at the time when the imperialist pene-
tration of China became (relatively) intense, each of the imper-
ialist powers was occupied with consolidating its own empire (the
U.S. in Latin and South America, the Philippines, Hawaii, etc;
Britain in India, Africa, etc; while Japan was just reaching the

A v
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status of a capitalist'power). Consequently none was in a position

to achieve dominance and they therefore resorted to the next "best"

policy: an "open door" for a7:11, i.e., the right for each to rob

and plunder at the expense of the exnloited colonial stasses. Of

course', each country had the perspective of ultimately 'crowding

the others out and apsuming the dominant hand; but history has not

given the imperialists 'a free hand in this matter and the dorr

still stands open to be closed only by the bicgest thief that the

war produces.

An illustration of this is how American Imperialism mow
Shrieks with great "moral" indignation that Japan is trying to oust
"free .competition". The U.S. sthich sanctifies the Monroe Doctrine

in an_attemnt to build a Chinese Wall around the Americas to oust

British, German and Japanese competition there? is fighting to
have the door left open in Apia until it and it alone, is in a

position of political hegemony to close it.

"E:TA3:SIOI1" ITTP371IALIST 1212,CAY

The above fact that no single imperialist power has been

able to achieve the necessary political hegemony, in Asia is one

reason that economic penetration has been relatively so slight.

This is of extreme importance tod-7, in the period of the fi.indas,

mental 'decay of capitalism; fort within this decay, a certain a-

mount of expansion is nosaible in Asia. This-ITnarticularly
Shown on the basis of 't;he export of capital, one of the chief char-

acteristics of imperialism. For example, in the case of the United

States, out of a -total of $7,219,200,000 direct foreicsn investments

in 1935 only $487,600,000 was in Asia, tEFIT-is about 6.7,4 If this

is subdivided, the approximate percentages are as follu:s (in rela-

tion to similar sub-fivisiona of her world total): railro-yls,
manufacturing, 3.970; mining and smelting, 1.1%1 public utilities,

4.1%. And -hen this is considered in relation to, say, Eexico

the possibility of expansion is even clearer. The direct invest-

ments of the U.S. in Mexico are 1;651,700,000, or almost 1 2/2 times

as much. Like the Carribean "lake" Mexico is directly under the

thumb of American Imperialism and the U.S. has been able to pro-

tect her exnansion. (statistical source, America's Share in inter

national Investments, Bropkings Institute).

Similar statistics can be adduced for the other powers

to make clear the point that capital expansion is not only desira-

ble, but without the intervention of .that ,spectre of all capital

investment --- the Proletarian revolution --- is practically con-
ceivable, especially if political hegemony can be attained by one

of the other thmnerialist powers. '
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Thus out of the sweat of the millions of Asiatic toilers

the imperialists have great hopes of wringing huge profits. This

does not mean that imperialism has a new lease on life through fur-

ther penetration into Asia: even if expansion .could be practically

achieved, the contaadictions of capitalism would relentlessly grind

their way to still worse decay; in addition, the Asiatic toilers as

well as their brothers throughout the-world will have a word to say

on the matter in the very near future,

THE INTER-InPERIALIST AYTAGOFISIIS

In Washington, London and Tokyo, therefore, (as' well as

in Berlin) the hopes of imperialist expansion in China and Asia run

high. In this period of the war, es in the immediately preceeding

one, the imperialists are maneuvering for a key hold, From the

point of vfew of the present relationship of forces, Japan, on the
beisis of its military intervention, holds the key MEDIATE POSITION;

but it is weal because of its cost in relation to the results thus

far obtained, and because these military gains, at this terrific
cost, in themselves have not secured political hegemony for Japan.
She has been able to make progress because She hias cleverly util-

ized the basic inter-imperitaist antagonism between the United
States and Great Britain, The latter tic., each more wary of the

other than their common but subordinate Nipponese rival, have never

taken the co-ordinated political or economic, let alone military,
measures that could have stopped japan. Whenever the one moves
against Tokyo the otheraproceeds to try to sabotage; the result
has alwayd objectively been in Japan's favor.,

BRITAIN RETREATS-AS EEPITE TOTTERS

In the whole past period Britain has made feverish elf-

forts to maintain and extend her foothold in China; in the Spring
of 1939, for example, she made a 16an of 5 million pounds ($25 mil-
lion) to the Chiang-Kai-Shel regime in China; for, as Sir John
Simon declared, in answering the arguments that the loan was very
costly in relation to Britain's trade with China, the trade is
"well worth preserving". (Oriental Affairs, April, 1939). It is
not so much Britain's trade (it is only 5.65 % of its ,Torld total)
that Mr. Simons is so an vxious to presere, as it is Britain's econo-
mic and political interetts and her, possibilities for capital in-
vestment. But the outbreak of the war with the internal weakness
of the British Empire sees Britain in retreat, withdrawing troops
from Tientsin "for reasons of military convenience arising from '

the conflict in Europe" (War Office communique), which means that
she dares not risk coming to blows with Japan.

'
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Japan very "gracioasly" replies to Britain by ceaci

the anti-7-ritish tampaign. For this is a victory of relative im-

portance to Japan, but she r'loes not share it alone. The power of
the American Dollar is far greater, in the last analyais, than the

might of the Jananese gams in China. Now that Britain is in re-
treat both the United States and Jepan are in a position to rain,
although Japan stands to reap the imalediate harvest in the -.0'ar East,

But the U.S. profits from the janarese rlosition, In an economic

sente, Japan constitutes 427; of the U.S. Far :astern trade, over
three times as much as her trade with China, equal in amount to about
2/3 of the total U.S. direct investment in the Far East, ( U.S. De-

Rgastment 'of Commerce Yearbook, 1932), Thus the American imperiZI-
ists sup-Ily Japan with the essential materials necessary for the
Prosecution of the military invasion of China and especially, now
that Britain cannot afford to continue on the same plane its own
plans in Asia, the United States gains ir the long run from Japan's

costly military moves. Lore imnortantly, it must be pointed out
that even if Japan were in a position to establish a stable econo-
mic regime in Chinn (i.e., that her bayonets could maintain it),

She does not have the internal economic base and capital to cerry
it through. Either Lonnon or :Tall Street would step in and thereby

Profit. And the fact that japan has only recently pegged the yen
to the American Dollar instead of as previously to the pound ster-
ling in ample testimony that the U.S. is gaining.

U.MLE SAL: TURNS ON THE =AT

This is not to oay that Japan would not like to be able

to Pun the e!hole dhow at the exclusion of 'both John Bull and Uncle

Sam. But the hopes and aspirations of the Yinpenese expansicnists
do not correapoad to the relationship of forces, Wall Street is
well aware both of her saPerior strens'th and the conflictinE sense
of Japanese imperialism; 'hence, now with Britain retreating, she
does not permit Japah to get illusions of grandeur and she sharpens

her struggle. The Sharply worded speech of Ambassador Grew, the

notice of the impending ambrogation of the loll trade treaty by
RooseVelt are meant as firm warnins to Tokyo that thile her bayonets
may plunge ahead, the AMerican Dollar must have ultimate hegemony
in the imperialist expansion.

'6
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THh STALIN -- TO= PACT

,
In the whole past period the frequent border clashes be-

tween Japanese and Red Army troops testified to the bitter. strug-

gle that was raging. But no sooner was the ink of the H itler-

Stalin pact dry thatn Japan and the Stalinists came to terms. This

nas the signal for the launching of a new military offensive by

Japan, flowed by the "warnings" of Uncle Sam to the latter. But

the Stalin-Tokyo pact, like the German-Russian pact, has meaning
only in the immediate period with the present relationship of
forces in the war. Should a new line-up, possibly of the imperial-

ist powers against the Soviet Union, materialize, both these pacts
would be torn up at a moment's notice. Other variants of imper-
ialist aligtments,would produce the same results. But at date of
wlidng the Stalin-Japanese pact has significance in that it per-
mitz Japan to launch a new offensive which further weakens .73ri-

taints position, at least partially withdraws Soviet support from

ths I:uomintang puppet government, and causes Wall Street to shar-
per_ up against Japan (even though the former loses less than Great
Britain.),

THE APPROACHING SECOND CHINESE REVOLUTION

All these imperialist maneuvers and plans of action
which are carried out with the most brutal exploitation and oppres-
sion of the millions of Asiatic toilers, are possible and continue

only because the Far Eastern Workers were not successful in their
great revolutionary struggles Of 1925-1927, as well as other de-
feats of the world proletariat. The failure of this revolution,
largely due to the counter-revolutionary policies of the Stalinist
burocracy, not only gave imperialism a new breathing spell but now
permits it to juggle for position in the hope that tomorrow, one or
the other group will be able to carry through vast capital expan-
sion in Asia.

Another article will deal with the extremely important
political aspects of the revolutionary struggles, the Kuomintang
and other igenaes of the imperialists, as well as the strategic
lessons of the past that must now be applied to bring the revolu-
tionary struggles to a mature and success flu]. conclusion. St..ffice

it to now state that these fond hopes of the imperialist powers
to attain control of Asia as the key to their imperialist redivi-
sion of the world, must and WILL be dashed 'to pieces by,the dyna-
mics of proletarian revolution, including the Chinese, that the
war is bringing to maturity, -
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IN M
In a. certain sense it is fortunate that the first victo-

rious proletarian revolution took place in backward, semi-feudal

czarist 2ussia. The tasks and problems confronting the revolution-

ists in highly developed imperialist nations are, comparatively

speaking, simple and uniform, It is true that the law of the uneven

development of history has its expression in even the most 'advanced

countries, combining, to one extent or another, elements of diverse

stages of historical Progress, but ithese are n no way comparable

to the Problems confronting the revolutionists in backward, colo-

nial and semi-colonial lands.

In these countries the diverse stages of the economic

and cultural development each present peculiar problems of their

own, side by side with tasks and perspectives of decay-stage capi-

talism are unsolved tawks of previous historical epochs. Class

lines and class relationships are far more complex in backward
countries than insmost imperialist nations, and in order to see

their way clear, the proletariat in these countries, the only lead-

er and vanguard of the oppressed masses must be armed with the

weapon of 'Marxism.

THE DEMOCRATIC TASKS

In Czarist Russia all these contradictions and complexi-
.

ties were sharply posed. The picture'that Czarist Russia presented

in the epoch of the decay of capitalism was of ,a social structure

in which highly developed elements of capitalism existed side by -

side with semi-feudal elements, a highly concentrated industry

side by side with a semi-feudal agriculture, with. an absolutist
government reminiscent of the seventeenth century. .-The bourgeois

democratic tasks that the bourgeoisie of the imperialist nations
had accomplished to one degree or another in the nineteenth cen-

tury were still on the_order of the day in the Russia of the twen-

tieth century. Under these circumstances what was to be the char-

acter of the inevitable Russian Revolution, what was to be its

tasks and perspectives, and above all, who were to be its leaders?.

f-
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To the Mensheviks the problem was 'Simple. It vas only a matter of

turning back the pages of history to the bourgeois revolutions of

the nineteenth century and of following the same pattern. The com-

ing revolution for them was to be bourgeois democratic in charac-

ter, the leadership and state power consequently would belong to

the bourgeoisie, who would of course carry out the democratic tasks,

the land problem, the .problem of constituting a bourgeois
ainOcracy, the problems of the various nationalities comprising

Citst Russia, etc. The Mensheviks assigned to themselves the

moCest task of left ctitics of the bourgeoiSie, of guardians of the :

interests of the working class. After Russia would pass through

a period of. "normal" capitalist development, they would then consi-

der the question of Socialism. To these magnificent theoreticians

who never ,understood the dialectics of the historical process,
France in 1793 and Russia in 1917 were analogous. They still

dreamed of a "normal" capitalistic development in the decay stage

of capitalism. To Lenin and Trotsky the problem was equally clear

but in a Marxist sense. They understood that the bourgeoisie of

Russia would be incapable of solving the belated denocratic tasks,

that only the.working class through the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat could solve these problems. Events demonstrated the correct-

ness of this analysis. Kenensky was too busy serving the French and

British imperialist to even consider these tasks.

1111J. SPANISH BOURGEOIS DErOCRATS.

More recently this thesis was once again vindicated, not

in a pOsitive but in a negative sense, not 'by_a victory,_but by a

defeat. .Spain during the Azana-socialist period (1931-1935) and

during the period of the Peoplels Front presented the same economic-

political pattern, the same dynamic as did Russia of 1917. But in

Spain there was to Lenin or Bolshevic Party to counteract the

.Spanish Kerensky, The program of the parties in power in both of

these periods had as their objectives the creation in-Opain of

conditions for a "normal" capitalist development. The agrarian

were solved by paper decrees and by long winded discussions in the

Cortes on the political economy of the Canary Island, The peasants

however whose low cultural level made them unappreciative of

economics in the abstract delt with concrete economics by seizing

the land, only to meet the armed resistance of the state. The

total'result was Franco, Which proved that in bakward cocutbaies as
well as in highly advanced countries liberal bourgeoisie regimes

can only lead to Fascism if the working class does not take power.
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TH: RELAIED BOURGEOIS DEMOCRATICREifOLUTION

-The importance of' understanding the lessons of October as
well as those of the Spanish debacle lie in the fact that in most
countries in the world today similar conditions prevail. The entire

continent of Africa, Latin America and most of Asia as well as
countes in Europe are today Colonial or Semi-Colonial it character,.

in wh-Lc'h elements of-advanced capitalism exist side by side with

of:rat-feudal elements. The objectives of the belated bourgeoisie
demo-lratie'revolution are yet to be realized. E- ow are the problems

of' 'these countries to besolved.? In the manner of the bolshevic

October or by Fascism.

This entire problem has a special significance for the

American worker, for upon its very door step a situation is maturing
in w Nich the diverse factors that we have dealt with are rapidly

leading to an explosion.

THE CRISIS IN MEXICO.

Mexico presents to a very large extent the sane picture
that its former mother. country Spsin did:during the Peoples Front

period, We expect a civil war to break out in Mexico very soon .

involving various elementssimilar to those that participated in the

Spanish Civil War. We intend in a series of articles to analyse the
Mexican situation, to disect these various elements from the staid-

point of Marxism thereby helping in a small measure the Marxist in
Iiexico to crystalize a farce that will culminate the impending civil

war in a Mexican October,

FEUDALISM IN YEN2b0

For centuries the oppressed masses have been struggling to
strike off the Shackles of a corrupt', degenerate°Feudal system that

was foisted upon the Indians of Mexico by the Spanish Celonial
pcaicy. For centuries the Masses of Mexico have lived in brutal

oppression and Poverty, exploited by the land owners and the church

winch characteristic of all emi-feudal countries was one cf the
/argest landowners in Mexico. )hen at the beginning of the 19th

century, under the influence of the French Revolution and the Napol-
eonic invasion Spain promolgatdd the liberal constitution of 1316

the. Meican land owners and the church who formerly opposed. iatfe-
pas.:2,=%e decided that the best policy would be to bread Mexico's
'ties with Spain. Mexican independence as far asthe oppressed
masses were cancerned meant absolutely nothing. Their horripie lot

remained unchanged. Again and again they would rally around the
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banners of leaders who would raise the slogan "land to the landLess"
no would promise to ameliorate their miserable, conditions. Those

Vt.to like Father H'idalgo or Moreles were sin,cere were usually bran-

dad as bandits and ended up on the scaffold. Others after gaining

potsor would become puppets of the landlords and the church adding

..cheir oppression the oppression of a burocratic military clique,.

During the regime of Diaz the masses of Mexico gained a neor meoter

class, 'Diaz opened up the country to the exploitation of foo.,eig,n
capitaL.. .H inauguDated the policy of close collaberation
foreign capitalists, This influx of foreign capital instead of -

accelerating the disintigration of the corrupt semi-feudal system

bolstered it up,, strengthening it by means of an alliance of the to I'

in which the foreign capitalist used the local 'exploiters as agents.

Its, 1910 REVOLUTION'

The bourgeoisie-democratic revolution of Mexico had its
inception in the revolution of 1910 which ousted Diaz from power,
This Devolution according to its leaders has been in process ever

since, Between 1910-1934 one pattern was generally repeated. The

various men in power started out with promises of reform and ended
up by becoming wealthy as a result of llaboration with foreign

.
and domestic capitalists. In 1933 the National Revolutionary Party,
the only bona fide party in Mexico, presented the masses I:noth. 'a six

year plan designed to regenerate Mexico,, to solve the tasks of the
bourgeoi sie- demo oratic revolution., The main obj e ctive of the Cardenas
regime (1934-40) has bean to carry out this "new deal" of' Mexico,
The articles are going to concern themselves with an analysis of
this six year period and the extent' t6 which Cardenas has dekhlt with

the essentials and problems of Mexico.

Th e basic problem of all bourgiosie-democratic revolut-
ions has been the agrarian problem. Before the bourgeoisie of the
19th century could begin the task of reconstituting 'society in a man-
ner compatible with the needs of the neW economic order they had to
break. the power of the landowning class. This meant the divisit;si, of
troi huge estates among the peasantry, It is our thesis that the. bou-
rgeoi ta in the backward countries are today_iribei-pable of eaccomr). ch-

ing this ttsk. History ha.s moved beyond the stage of the doroocraOic
revolution. The bourgeois revolution was victorious in ths ento
of the birth and development of capitalism, but can no be today9 in
the decay stage. In this present epoch only the Proletarian revolu-
tion can acrry out the democratic Carryovers.
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1.1ECO arid INDUSTRLI.I.ISM

Mexico presents a paradox in the fact that while it is

potentially an industrial courrury, by virtue of its resources, 70%

of its population is denenaerro upon agriculture and occupy only

% of the total land area the rest being mountaincos or too arid

for cultt'orotion under present conditions: -Ilealf of ths surface of

Mexico comprising 767,198 miles, is oblique; Its plains are in the

north most of this area however is desert. The water problem is

equally difficult. Most of Mexico's water flows deep under the stir-

,face. The rain washes down the steep slopes of the mountains into

the sea. On the siarrow coastal strips there is considerable rain-

fall, on the northern plains hardly any The primitive water oar-

rier is to be found all over Mexico', except for the five or six lar-

gest cities, This is the Mexican agrarian problem; little cultiv-

able land, a meager water supply.

THE LAM QUESTION

Now let us consider the actual distribution of the land

and the extent to which it is cultivated. The followingfigures

are for the year 1938, Total land surface 196.1 million hectares.

(' a hectare isabout 2,5 acres) -

7;1 million hectare under cultivation
" " fallow

66; 5 " " pasture
2939 " " it forest
8936 , " " arid"
Total crop land consists of 14,5 million hectares of which
137 million hectare are irrigated
1;3 " " n humid
0.04 "

if orchard
11.5 " " semi-arid
Th ese figures are of vital importance for it is estimated that the

extent of Mexico' s tillable land consists of 265,000 acres of which

according to the above figures only about, 36 million acres are under

cultivation and about half of this a'creag is always k?.1^,t fallow

because of primitive agricultural methods. In these figures lie

the key to IfiDd.cots agrarian nroblem for in spite of tie tact that

almost half of Mexico is Ari-d1 and the -oroblem of the sa-citr supply

is difficult, it does poso.ess the basis fcr a healthy a S.' culture.

The roots of Mexico's agrarian diffieultj..ea 1 ie in the fact that

the land is insufficiently exploited, eZploited in a primitive man

ner under a system of private ownership,
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'A comparison of tile crop yields of.rexiboand of more ad-
vance countdres demostrates its backwardness. These figures are
for 1938,
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LAND TO .= LANDLESS

The slogan "lend to the landless", has been the battle cry
of almost every revolution in Mexico. The task of dividing the large
estates and returning to the peons the lend that was taken from them

has been hailed as the crux' of the six year Plan. To what extent has
the Plan materialized in this sphere? In 1930, 83.48% of the land
was divided among a few landowners in the form of large estetes. The

Mexican peasant was practically landless. In 1938 it vas estimated
that 82,7% of the lend was privately owned and 17.0% owned by the

ejidors, that is by communal farms. The ejidors will be dealt with..
in another article. Since the very beginning of the process of land
division, only about 46,000,000,000 acres have been give to the land-
less peon. Of this total the Cardenas regime has distributed 30,000

000 acres.
When we note that Yexico's tillable land consists of 265,000

000 acres, we realize that the land question has been merely sCratcheC
on the surface. Cardenas partisans will insist that achievements have
been considerable, considering the short time of his tenure of office
and the little that was done prior to his election Ue aould like to
ask these individuals how long it took Lenin and the Bolshevics to

divide the large estates of Czarist Russia.
MAT HAS CAMENAS ACCOMPLISHED?

Let us see what a friend of Mexico has to say about the
land reforms;..."The land reforms are not entirely satisfactory to
the neasants.... The original concept was that it Should not be the

basis for the whole agriculturar.economy.of the country, it was to be
no more than a kind of allotment act disignated merely to relieve the

peons Poverty by giving him a plot of land to supplement his mila.a-
able wages. A few hundred hectares'pared from an estate of 100,000

, : , -t;
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hectaes enable the wres to be -)aid in Pernetuity... The land
reform 'still kees to its oritrinel character subsequent alandments
have not greatly modified it', There we have it, the tremendous
land reforms of the six year plan, Cardenas handles the agrarian
reform only to the extent that he can keep his bourgeoisie base
safe,

Thee are those who maintain that the stancerd of living
of the neon today, is no better than it was in 1910. The expendi-

ture of 16,500,000 peasants of ITexico for their daily needs does,
not exceed twenty five pesas ($5.00) per month.

In spite of the advances made in education and in the
social services, the material condition of the Lexican peasant is

incredibly law. One third of the rexican people possess small
;farms upon vhieh the great pajority eke out a primitive existence
They cultivate crons subsistence only, occasionally they are for- -

'tunate in reaping a small surplus which they barter for a few
tools, some cotton cllth etc. Many of them have to supplement
their meager incomes by working on large farms.

Another third of the ponulation is settled on the haci-
endas and la?rge farms where they work as sharecroppers or hired
hands. There area few wealthier peasants who enjoy a slightly
higher stadard of living. These three categories together with
the 5% Weelthy farmers and plenters constitute 70% of Eexicos -pop-
ulation, they are agrarian Eezico. The standard of living of the
overwhelming majority of these neons is paiemitive. They live in
one room, floorless huts, sleep on mats, the entire household ftr- ,

nitore consisting of a feu dhairs and a table Their diet consists ,

a ,

corn, beans flavored with chile and chicory cos:ee. The in an
mortality rate among the peasants is 60%.

'111.11A PR0L7TATZIAT A:11 THE 'LAID QUESTION

a.
a

'c,a!

,

land and vill be imposnible as long as the industrial wealth of ne

'-

ico is exnloited by private indiv niduals for nersoal nrofit. The

develonment of llexican agriculture demands first the cultivation of r` A'

a far gr-ater acreage than is today under cultivation, it demanas
a more advanced agricultural technique and above all the construc-
tion of vest irrigation projects. Such irrigation projects can
transform semi arid land into excellent farm land as has b4an demon-
strated in La Laguna. The wealth of liexico, H. umbolet called itl.
"the treasure chest of mthe world", the only means to accolish
these gigantic tasks are in the hands of primarily the American.,
caPitalists and their junior partners, the Mexican capitalists,

-The problem of uplifting the Mexican masses is treme1:1-
. daus, It respires the Mobilization of-the.entire resources of the

i
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7,T,s c,rav sim is to enrlch themselves, The. workers and peasants .1''',!IT-'4C
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must :seize thts-1..realth, they must socialize it. Only than can
. they look i'Ortrard to material and social betterment. ' The only
solution to the problems of the rezican mar:ses lies in a ITexican
October,

November 20 1939

/-
, josE.P1-1 C;.A t..):DE LA INE

A FIGIT:R FOR TEE 3:747 (IV) COMITNIST IITITRYIL1TI011:L IS DE.:-X

He played alleaeling ,r le in the Belgian labor move-
ment. As an internationalist, he joined the left faction of
the "4th International" and fought together with it against
the centrism of the Trotsky organization. Fe was a member of
the er'itorial committee of the Left Faction's organ. After
the mobilization this young revolutionist lost a life full of
sacrifice by an accident. He long since forsaw the threat-
eriing war, hence his fight was above all directed toward the
revolutionary position on the war question.

Because of his revolutionary-defeatist writings; he
was bureaucratically fought by -the Trotskyites and abru-otly
_suspended from membership in the PSR. In order to win him
over, the gentlemen of the.Yolinier group pretended to agree
with him in his criticism of the centrist position of the "4th
International on the war question. But behind his back they
fought against him by defeneing the "transition 7ogramil and,
the war theses of Trotsky, lobw that he is dead, the Trots -
ites as 7ell as the l'olinier group hold funeral orations-for
him in order to misuce his revolutimary figure for their op-s.
portuniSt aims. They both refuse to Publish his revolutionary
writings.

In the struggle against "Daugism" -::hich has been ano-
ther step to the right, and against the centrism of the Moll-
nier grou-o, we publish one of the many letters in which Gau-
delaine made clear his revolutionary-defeatist position.

YOU ARE'DE1D1C017,.AD:2, GAUD:MAI:175: YOUR COI:C7.3PTS
AM YOUR REVOLUTIONARY ;.1.,X..11"PLE iILL L1,TAD Y0U:1 CLASS TO VICL
TORY HAIL, COT RADE GAUDELAIM

March 1939
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